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We have devised a novel vertical-cavity top surface-emitting GaAs quantum well laser 
structure which operates at 0.84 [Lm. The laser combines peripheral current injection with 
efficient heat removal and uses only the epitaxially grown semiconductor layers for the 
output mirrors. The structure is obtained by a patterned deep H + implantation and anneal 
cycle which maintains surface conductivity while burying a high resistance layer. 
Peripheral injection of current occurs from the metallized contact area into the nonimplanted 
nonmetallized emission window. For lO-fLm-diam emitting windows, -4 mA thresholds 
with continuous-wave (cw) room-temperature output powers> 1.5 rnW are obtained. Larger 
diameter emitting windows have maximum cw output powers greater than 3 rnW. These 
are the highest cw powers achieved to date in current injected vertical-cavity surface-emitting 
lasers. 

Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) are 
of great potential interest for a wide variety of device ap
plications, including communications, optical switching 
and computing, optical interconnects, image processing, 
etc. Recently, continuous operation at room temperature 
has been achieved by several groups, 16 but the simulta
neous realization of low-threshold currents ( -1 kA/cm2 

) 

and moderate output power ( > 1 m W) has not been pre
viously achieved. Although high reflectivity mirrors of the 
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) type can he grown en
tirely of quarter-wave layers of high and low index semi
conductors,7 the usual structure has also employed hybrid 
dielectric mirrors and or metallic mirrors. 1-5 This is mainly 
due to the high resistance of the p-type DBR of thickness 
necessary to produce the desired reflectivity (> 99%). 
Elimination of the p mirror or reduction of its thickness 
requires a hybrid dielectric (e.g., and SiOz-Ti02 ) and 
metal,1 3 or metal alone.4

.
5 If the top metal is semitrans

parent, top surface emission can be obtained.5 Otherwise, 
the laser output must be obtained through the substrate. In 
the GaAs system, this requires etching holes in the sub
strate"} or the use of strained layers of InvGal _ yAs with 
y= 0.2 to red shift the wavelength in order to render the 
substrate semitransparent. 2,4 

thresholds of 3.5-4 rnA with lO-fl·m-diam structures with 
power up to 1.5 mW. Larger diameter structures have 
lower threshold current densities and cw power above 3 
mW. All lasing characteristics and spectra discussed in this 
letter are cw at room temperature. 

We have developed a novel self-aligned single mask 
level scheme to produce efficient peripheral current injec
tion into and heat removal from an emitting window re
gion of a VeSEL 6 A buried damage implant encloses the 
emitting area and results in a funneling type carrier injec
tion from the peripheral region as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a). 
A top view of a laser with a lO-fLm-diam window is shown 
in Fig. 1 (b). The necessary reflectivity in the window re
gion is achieved entirely by molecular beam epitaxially 
( MBE) grown mirrors, and does not require either thin 
metallization or hybrid dielectrics. Improved control of the 
MBE growth and of the processing procedures has enabled 
achievements of continuous-wave (cw) room-temperature 

The MBE-grown structure contains the p-doped DRR 
top mirror, the n-doped DRR bottom mirror, and GaAs 
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FIG.!. Ca) Schematic view of the current flow (thin arrows) and the 
laser output, where the shading tone indicates the vertical ion damage 
profile. (b) A schematic top view of the structure showing the window 
with the surrounding contact area which in the present work was 40 
J1.1lI X 60 fim. Individual lasers were isolated by etching grooves to the 
depth of the active layer. 
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four quantum well active region grown on an nt 
[100] GaAs substrate. A transition region oflinear grading 
of the Al concentration joins the active region to the mil-Tor 
region. The Be-doped top mirror contains 20 pairs of an 
Alo.16GaO.84Asl AlAs quarter wavelength stack with the 
thickness adjusted to accommodate thin (10 nm) interme
diate gap A105gGao.42As layers. The top several pairs were 
doped at 2 X 1019 cm - 3 to facilitate peripheral injection 
and contacting, and the intermcdiate gap layers were in
troduced to lower the valence-band potential barriers and 
consequently reduce the series resistance.4

,8 The bottom 
mirror is a Si-doped (3 X 10 18 em -') 27-pair 
Alo.16GaU.84As quarter wavelength stack. The undoped ac
tive region contains four 10 nm GaAs quantum wells and 
three 7 nm Alo.3Gao.7As barriers. The total thickness of the 
active layer, induding the grading region, is a full wave
length in the medium. 

The structure depicted in Fig. 1 (a) was obtained by a 
patterned implant of H + to produce a vertical resistance 
profile with a maximum resistance slightly above the active 
layer. In order to selectively implant H + to a depth of 2.5 
pm in AIGaAs, a blocking structure of ~ 6 fLIll of resist is 
required.9 A multilevel resist mask consisting of 0.3 Jim 
Si02• 6 pm of hard baked photoresist (~200 °C for 1 h), 
0.1 f.1-m thermally evaporated Cr, and thin standard posi
tive photoresist was employed. Circular windows of 10, 15, 
20, and 30 11m diameter were protected by the thin resist 
and the pattern transferred to the Cr by wet etching, The 
thick resist was reactively ion etched in oxygen with the Cr 
protecting the active window area. Following removal of 
the Si02 in the contact region with HF, Au-Zn was ther
mally evaporated across the entire wafer. Hydrogen ions 
were implanted at 300 keY to a dose of 2.5 X 1014 cm - 2 

through the Au-Zn contact, and blocked in the window 
area by the combination of metal, hard-baked resist, and 
Si02, Following implantation, the sample was placed in 
hot-resist stripper, which lifted off the photoresist and 
metal from the window region, resulting in the pattern 
shown in Fig. 1(b). After plating a A u-Sn contact to the 
n + substrate, the structure was annealed at ~475 DC for 
30 s. TRIM calculations9 show the region of maximum dam
age (given by a displacement density) occurs at a depth of 
~ 2.5 11m, with the displacement density reduced by more 
than one order of magnitude in the near-surt~lce region. 
Prior to the anneal, the structure is highly resistive (pass
ing only ~ f.LA at several volts forward bias). The anneal 
serves both to alloy the contacts and to further shape the 
resistance profile by further reducing the surface resistance 
while retaining a high resistance layer under the metallized 
region. Prior to testing, the lasers are In soldered with 
substrate down to a eu plate. 

The L-J and V-I curves for a lO-ttm-diam emitting 
window laser are shown in Fig. 2. The threshold current 
and voltage for this laser are 4.2 rnA and 3.8 V, respec
tively. The saturation cw power for this laser is > 1.5 mW, 
with 1 m W output power obtained at 1 rnA above thresh
old. Ncar threshold, the laser emits in the lowest order 
Gaussian mode (TEMoo) 10 but shifts to a higher order 
mode above 0.5 I!1W as evidenced by the kink in the L-I 
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FIG. 2. 1A and V-I curves for a IO-/tm-diam laser exhibiting high fA 
slope efliciency. 

curve. The slope of the L-I curve for emission in the lowest 
order mode is 0.5 mW lOA mAo While the slope of the 1.-1 
curve (especially for the lO-p,m-diam emitter windows) 
can be greater than 1 ill W ImA, the differential quantum 
efficiency is not as high as this slope would indicate (i.e., 
>0.7), It appears that the transmission peak at the Fabry
Perot resonance is at the low-energy side of the peak of the 
gain curve. With thc temperature rise during cw operation, 
the peak of the gain curve (wi.th a larger red shift per unit 
temperature increase than the Fabry-Perot mode) passes 
through the Fabry-Perot mode, resulting in a large initial 
increase in light intensity near threshold and a subsequent 
decrease in intensity at higher currents. 6 This explanation 
results from the observation that under short pulse low 
duty cycle conditions, the slope of the pulsed L-J curve 
(for output less than 1 mW) is less than for thc cw case, 
and the slope increases with an increase in pulse width. 
The interpretation of these L-/ curves and the resulting 
differential quantum efficiency is still under study. 

The L-J curve for a different laser with a lO-f./:m-diam 
window is shown in the inset of Fig. 3, A sharp lasing 
threshold occurs around 3.6 mAo The spectra obtained just 
below (3.5 mA) and just above threshold (3.7 rnA) are 
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FIG. 3. Emissioll spectra at ~ 0.1 rnA below and above threshold for a 
lO-/un-diam laser for which the L-l curve is shown ill the inset. 
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also shown in Fig. 3 on the same linear intensity scale, but 
shifted vertically for clarity. An increase of ;>50 in light 
intensity is observed as current is increased from 0.1 rnA 
below threshold to 0.1 rnA above threshold. The laser line
width has been measured with a scanning Fabry-Perot eta
Ion and is less than 0.02 nm. Only one Fabry-Perot mode 
is observed due to the short cavity length. 

Higher cw powers and lower threshold current densi
ties are obt.ained with larger emitting areas. In Figs. 4(a)-
4(d) are shown the V-I and L-J curves for adjacent lasers 
with the four different diameter emitting windows. The 
threshold currents increase from 4- to 7.5 mA as the area 
increase'S, corresponding to threshold current densities of 
5.1-1.1 kA/cm2

• Both the 10 and 15 rim emitting window 
structures show large slopes of the L-J curves near the 
threshold, with a decreasing slope at higher currents. The . 
larger emitting windows exhibit a more constant slope over 
a larger L-lrange.For output power up to 2 mW, the slope 
of the L-I curve gives differential quantum efficiencies of 
0.2 and 0.16 for for the 20 and 30 tIm structures, respec
tively. The increased threshold current density for the 
smaller diameter appears to arise [rom a combination of 
diffraction loss due to poorer optical guiding and nomadi
ative recombination at the periphery which are more severe 
for smaller diameter structures. On the other hand, the 
maximum emitted power per unit area is larger for the 
smaller structures, indicating superior heat removal. The 
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smaller structures have a larger circumference to area ra
tio, so that heat removal is more efficient. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the first vertical
cavity surface-emitting lasers with room-temperature cw 
powers above 1 m Wand with threshold current densities 
in the low kA/cm2 range. We believe further improve
ments in processing and material growth will further im
prove these characteristics and allow high-power address
able arrays, etc. 
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